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JUAN DOMÍNGUEZ 
MY ONLY MEMORY

NL Veranderingen kun je pas waarnemen als je terugkijkt. Heden en verleden staan 
immers tegenover elkaar: we beseffen dat we ergens beland zijn, maar weten niet 
hoe het zover kwam. Het leven als een reeks verschuivingen die culmineren in een 
constante verandering. Vergankelijke verschuivingen die niet te vatten noch te overzien 
zijn in het heden, maar des te duidelijker worden wanneer we terugblikken. Dat is wat 
My Only Memory precies is: een terugblik, wetende dat niets ooit hetzelfde zal zijn.

• Juan Domínguez noemt zichzelf een conceptuele clown, magische cowboy, model-
poëet en pleziercurator. In de dans- en performancewereld is hij actief als maker en als 
curator. In 2016 stond hij in de Kaaistudio’s met Between what is no longer and what is 
not yet, op uitnodiging van a.pass.

FR On ne peut percevoir le changement qu’après coup. Le présent et le passé se font 
face : nous prenons conscience que nous avons atterri quelque part, mais ignorons 
comment on en est arrivé là. La vie comme une série de glissements qui culminent en un 
changement constant. Des déplacements éphémères sur lesquels on n’a ni prise ni vue 
d’ensemble dans le présent, mais qui deviennent d’autant plus nets quand on porte un 
regard rétrospectif. Voilà ce qu’est précisément My Only Memory : un regard rétrospectif 
avec la conscience que rien ne sera plus jamais pareil.

• Juan Domínguez se qualifie de clown conceptuel, de cow-boy magique, de poète modèle 
et de commissaire de plaisir. Il est actif dans le monde de la danse et de la performance 
en tant que créateur et programmateur. En 2016, on a pu le voir aux Kaaistudio’s dans 
Between what is no longer and what is not yet, à l’invitation d’a.pass.

EN You can only observe changes with hindsight. Indeed, the present and the past are 
diametrically opposed: we realize that we have arrived somewhere, but we don’t know how 
we got there. Life as a series of transitions that culminate in constant change. Transient 
shifts that are ungraspable and cannot be surveyed in the present become all the clearer 
when we look at them with hindsight. That is precisely what My Only Memory is: a 
retrospective, knowing that nothing will ever be the same.

• Juan Domínguez calls himself a conceptual clown, magic cowboy, model poet, and 
curator of pleasure. In the dance and performance world, he is active as a creator and 
curator. In 2016, a.pass invited him to present Between what is no longer and what is not 
yet at the Kaaistudios.
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The work of Juan Domínguez is situated in the Madrilenian dance scene at the end of
the eighties, along with the choreographers Blanca Calvo, La Ribot, Olga Mesa and 
Ana Buitrago, with whom he acted as interpreter in the beginning. In the intensity 
of that moment and in a city like Madrid, the stage is his professional school and his 
body a tool at the service of choreography. When, a few years later, he begins to create 
his own work, Juan Domínguez immediately moves and initiates an erasure process 
regarding his identity as dancer and questions the parameters of creation on stage. 
From then on other kinds of material and bodies appear: text, thoughts, image, the 
whole body of the theatre, and of course the viewer’s body.

Unable to ignore the structures that define the theatrical situation, his work as an 
author soon becomes part of the so-called conceptual dance of the early nineties. In 
this constellation Juan Domínguez presents himself as a conceptual clown, a magical 
cowboy, a poet model and a curator of pleasure. Its extensive production made over 
twenty years includes pieces directed or created in collaboration (The Application 
2005, blue 2009, Shichimi Togarashi with Amalia Fernández 2006, El Triunfo de 
la Libertad with Juan Loriente and La Ribot 2014), authorship proposals (Clean 
Room 2010-2016) and curatorial programs (In-presentable at La Casa Encendida de 
Madrid 2003-2012; Picnic Sessions at the CA2M de Móstoles 2013, 2015; Living 
Room Festival in various European cities 2010-2017). His work is distinguished by 
a combination of a great self-reflective capacity with the humour and delirium of the 
poet who, playing with language, creates a new reality, sometimes clearly fictitious, 
sometimes extremely real. Domínguez makes us work, think, and feel. It can be said 
that the combination of intellectuality and passion is perceived in each of his works, 
but perhaps it is in the solos where this dialogue is most evident. They show the logic 
of a precise investigation in language and form, and the search for a shake to the status 
of the self. Each one involves a reflection on the strategies that are to be shared on 
stage and demonstrates an urgency to provoke movements in the viewer.

My Only Memory (2018) continues in this line of pieces that work as poetic 
manifestos or statements of principles. From the exploration of the possibilities of 
concealment of the interpreter’s identity in El Pelirrojo (1995) or The Taste is Mine 
(2000), until the radicality of the scenic device in All good spies have my age (2002). 
In this last piece Domínguez appears sitting without raising his eyes at any moment 
towards the public. The action takes place in a text that, written in first person, the 



viewer “incorporates” while reading. In 2016 he presents his next solo Between what is 
no longer and what is not yet, on which he has spent years of studying the language in 
relation to the gesture, the production of time, and the management of expectation and 
imagination. The artist appears in a central place of stage, clearly visible. Nonetheless, his 
objective is not to show himself, but to hold the materiality of the text, the texture and 
rhythm of a voice that is as much yours as that of anyone. He holds the text in its physical 
form as if he were the architect of the action, as if he were the text that acts, and not the 
one who reads it.

And that’s how we come to My Only Memory, a piece in which darkness, as paradoxical 
as it may seem, allows us to see. The text seeps into our minds, a place where it transforms 
to produce an exceptional, non-measurable, non-linear time, a continuous present that 
generates itself from changing images. My Only Memory has a voice without a body or, 
rather, a body of voice so that, in its materiality, the author is detached and the viewer is 
apprehended. The voice is directed and sometimes speaks in the singular or in the plural 
form. Sometimes it challenges us and sometimes it seems speak to itself, sometimes in 
feminine and sometimes in masculine. It’s a voice that responds to someone, a voice that 
is from someone or different people.
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